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Through the use of high-speed camera and Langmuir probe measurements in a cylindrical Hall
thruster, we report the discovery of a rotating spoke of increased plasma density and light emission
which correlates with increased electron transport across the magnetic field. As cathode electron
emission is increased, a sharp transition occurs where the spoke disappears and electron transport
decreases. This suggests that a significant fraction of the electron current might be directed through
the spoke. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3486164�

Electron transport in E�B plasma discharges is an in-
teresting topic from both a basic physics and an applied point
of view. It is important as a practical matter because electron
transport directly affects a device’s electrical efficiency.
From a basic scientific standpoint, it is interesting because
many devices exhibit levels of transport across the magnetic
field which cannot be explained by a classical collision
mechanism. Instead, anomalous cross-field transport is ob-
served in a myriad of E�B plasma discharges1 and their
applications,2 such as magnetrons and Hall thrusters. For
Hall thrusters in particular, two commonly proposed anoma-
lous transport mechanisms include Bohm diffusion3,4 and
near-wall conductivity.5

A third possible mechanism for electron transport, the
so-called rotating spoke, has also been investigated in an
annular geometry with an axial electric field and radial mag-
netic field, where it was found that the spoke could quanti-
tatively explain the level of anomalous transport.6 A qualita-
tive understanding for how the spoke could contribute to
electron transport across the magnetic field is as follows: a
spoke, or region of increased density, would experience
charge separation due to only the electrons being magnetized
and undergoing the azimuthal E�B drift. The charge sepa-
ration generates an E� field across the perturbation giving
rise to an axial E��B drift for the electrons. In this scenario
the spoke’s density and electric field fluctuations are in
phase, resulting in net electron transport in the direction of
the anode.

The cylindrical Hall thruster �CHT� is a promising con-
cept for scaling Hall thruster technology to small size and
power.7 CHTs have a lower surface-to-volume ratio than
conventional annular HTs and may experience less wall ero-
sion. CHTs have operated at powers of 50–300 W and ex-
hibited performance comparable to that of annular HTs.8 In-
teresting discharge phenomena linked to high performance
have been observed by increasing the level of cathode elec-
tron emission.9–11

In this paper, we describe a rotating spoke of increased
light emission and plasma density in a CHT using measure-
ments from a high-speed camera and Langmuir probes. The
observed spoke is correlated with higher levels of electron
cross-field transport; additionally, as the cathode electron
emission is increased, the spoke disappears and electron
transport decreases. A connection between increased cathode

electron emission and reduced transport has previously been
reported11,12 but the discovery of spoke and no-spoke re-
gimes provides a possible underlying explanation.

The CHT used in this work �Fig. 1� has a 2.6 cm channel
diameter and a 2.3 cm channel length. The xenon propellant
flows through the anode at a rate of 4 SCCM �SCCM denotes
cubic centimeter per minute at STP�. A discharge voltage of
250 V is applied between the anode and cathode, with typical
discharge currents in the range Id�0.5–0.7 A. Details of the
design and operation have been described elsewhere.13

Plasma density n is typically �3�1011 cm−3 and electron
temperature Te is typically 15 eV.14 The magnetic profile,
which is generated by a current of �2 A in the front electro-
magnet coil and +2.5 A in the back electromagnet coil, fea-
tures a magnetic cusp near the channel exit. A commercial
HeatWave hollow cathode neutralizer serves as the cathode
in all data presented here unless otherwise specified. The
level of electron emission from the hollow cathode, which is
important because it strongly affects thruster operation, can
be enhanced with an auxiliary keeper discharge by increasing
the keeper current Ik.

9,11 To check that the observed spoke is
intrinsic to the thruster and not induced somehow by the
hollow cathode, a simpler wire filament cathode was tested
in place of the hollow cathode. The filament cathode has
been previously used to operate the CHT and has shown
behavior comparable to that of the hollow cathode.10 The
level of electron emission from the wire filament can be con-
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trolled by the amount of heating applied to the wire.10 Note
that increasing the level of electron emission from the cath-
ode does not necessarily increase the current from the cath-
ode. The additional electrons, through a complicated interac-
tion with the thruster and plume plasma, affect the electric
field profile in such a way as to limit the current to an equi-
librium value.

A discussion of the Langmuir probes used in the CHT
can be found elsewhere.14 Planar probes separated by 90°
azimuthally are placed with two probes located at 5 mm and
two probes located at 17.5 mm from the anode �Fig. 1�.
These probes, which are placed such that the collecting sur-
face of the wire is flush with the channel wall, are biased in
the ion saturation regime. In order to compare the magnitude
of probe signals from different axial locations, each probe
should be biased to the same value of Vp−Vpl�z�, where Vp is
the probe bias potential and Vpl is the plasma potential. In
practice, we hold Vp−Vf�z� constant and equal to �40 V,
where the local floating potential Vf is measured with a mul-
timeter. Batteries are used to bias the probes to minimize
circuit noise. Ion saturation current fluctuations are measured
using 1 k� current shunts and a digital oscilloscope at a
sample rate of 1 MHz. An additional probe in the plume is
used for measurement of ion current Ii,

11 which allows for a
calculation of current utilization �c= Ii / Id. The inverse cur-
rent utilization parameter �c

−1 characterizes the level of
cross-field electron transport.12

A Phantom Camera V7.3 captures unfiltered emissions
in the visible spectrum. The camera records at 90 000 frames
per second with a 64�64 pixel resolution. It is located out-
side the vacuum vessel looking in through a viewport that is
�7 m away from the channel exit along the thruster axis.

Using the camera, we observe the rotating spoke as a
region of increased visible light emission that propagates azi-
muthally. The spoke is seen only in the magnetic “cusp”
configuration and is not seen in the “direct” configuration. A
sequence of images from the high speed camera is shown in
Fig. 2. The spoke travels in the E�B direction with a speed
that ranges from �1.2–2.8�103 m /s �15–35 kHz�. It re-
verses direction when the magnetic fields are reversed �not
shown�. The spoke speed is not, however, consistent with the
azimuthal E�B speed. The minimum E /B speed can be
estimated using values14 of the electric field near the anode
to be �30 V /cm and the magnetic field to be �900 G. This
yields an E /B speed of �3�104 m /s, which is about an
order of magnitude higher than the spoke speed, so the E
�B drift alone cannot explain the spoke motion.

It is difficult to obtain quantitative, local measurements
from the camera because the light emission from the xenon
is a complicated function of the electron distribution function
and furthermore the emission is integrated axially. For local
fluctuation measurements, the Langmuir probes inside the
channel are used. The probes are biased in the ion saturation
regime and it is assumed that fluctuations in the current cor-
respond to plasma density fluctuations. One must be careful
of probe disturbance of the oscillation15 but no qualitative

changes are observed after placing the probes in the thruster
and biasing them. The density fluctuations measured by the
probes have amplitude �n /n of order unity. To analyze these
fluctuations in detail, the local wavenumber-frequency spec-
trum S�k� ,�� is calculated from simultaneous measurements
from two probes.16 The spectrum S�k� ,�� is shown for the
two axial locations of 5 mm �Fig. 3�a�� and 17.5 mm
�Fig. 3�b�� from the anode. The probe spectrum confirms the
existence of 15–35 kHz oscillations inside the channel.
The oscillation is stronger near the anode. The dominant
observed azimuthal wavenumber is close to k�=+1 /r
=0.77 cm−1. This corresponds to an m=1 mode propagating
in the E�B direction, which is roughly consistent with vi-
sual observation �Fig. 2�. When the density fluctuations mea-
sured by probes near the anode and the light emission mea-
sured by the camera are compared, the maxima in the density
correlate well with the maxima in the light emission around
the probe, indicating that the same phenomenon is being ob-
served.

For the preceding data, a hollow cathode keeper current
Ik of 1.5 A was used which suppresses the 10 kHz breathing
mode11 for cleaner probe signals. When Ik is increased, the
spoke and other features of the discharge change dramati-
cally once a threshold level is reached. For one typical ex-
periment, the rotating spoke disappears when Ik	2 A. Ad-
ditionally, when Ik is increased from 2 to 2.5 A, �c

−1 drops
from 2.1 to 1.6 �Fig. 4�a��, a change due to the decrease in Id
while Ii stays constant. Furthermore, oscillations with fre-
quencies in the megahertz range are excited in the discharge
current �Fig. 4�c��. The camera shows a roughly uniform
discharge because any azimuthal structure is averaged out
due to oscillations occurring much faster than the camera
speed. For this case, the probe data shows no low frequency
mode in S�k� ,��. The threshold keeper current for these ef-
fects ranges from 1.6 to 2.2 A in different experiments which
is explained by changes in cathode operation due to cathode
aging.

In order to verify that the spoke behavior is inherent to
the thruster and not caused by the hollow cathode, a filament
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Sequence of
camera images �color added� showing
a spoke of increased light emission
propagating in the E�B direction.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The frequency-wavenumber spectrum S�k� ,�� is
measured using two azimuthal probes separated by 90°. �a� 5 mm from the
anode. �b� 17.5 mm from the anode.
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cathode is also tested. With a filament heating current of 5.7
A, a spoke is observed on camera and �c

−1=2. When the
filament current is increased to 6 A and above, the spoke
disappears, �c

−1 decreases to 1.7 �Fig. 4�b�� which is mostly
due to a decrease in Id, and oscillations in the megahertz
range are excited in the discharge current �Fig. 4�c��.

Because the spoke is observed for both the hollow cath-
ode and the filament cathode, we conclude that the spoke is
not strongly dependent on the nature of the cathode. The
disappearance of the spoke at increased electron emission is
likewise independent of which cathode is used; the corre-
sponding decrease in �c

−1 suggests that the spoke may be a
major contributor to cross-field electron transport. The high
frequency oscillations that are excited when the keeper cur-
rent or filament current is increased may contribute to the

spoke’s disappearance by preventing any coherent structure
from forming. It should be noted that in this regime, trans-
port, though reduced, is still higher than expected classically.

For detailed comparison of electron transport levels, one
often calculates the Hall parameter �ce
 by assuming that the
electron current density is uniform over the cross section
A,3,4,8 so that

1

�ce

=

Br

Ez

Jez

en
�

Br

enEz

Id − Ii

A
. �1�

However, given a nonuniform electron current distribution,
such as one that may exist in the presence of the spoke, it is
not appropriate to use Eq. �1� across different parameter re-
gimes without taking into account the effective cross sec-
tional area. Indeed, the disappearance of the spoke may con-
stitute a large change in effective area. Using Eq. �1�
amounts to calculating the cross section-averaged Hall pa-
rameter, which conceals any nonuniform physics.

In summary, a rotating spoke has been observed and cor-
related with electron transport phenomena in a CHT. It is
therefore possible that the spoke physics are responsible for
the transport, in which case a better understanding of the
spoke might enable better control of electron transport.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� At a threshold in the keeper current of the hollow
cathode, �c

−1 drops sharply. The spoke is visible for Ik�2A �filled circles�,
and is not visible at Ik=2.5 A �open circle�. The reduced �c

−1 at Ik=0.5 A
corresponds with a somewhat less coherent spoke, indicating nonmonotonic
behavior of the discharge with increasing keeper current. Results shown are
typical. �b� Using a filament cathode, �c

−1 drops sharply at a threshold in the
filament current. The spoke is visible at If =5.7 A �filled triangle�, and is not
visible for If �6 A �open triangles�. Results shown are typical. �c� Power
spectral density of the discharge current. High frequency oscillations of
order �1 MHz are excited at high keeper current when the hollow cathode
is used and high filament current when the filament cathode is used. In this
separate experiment, the spoke is visible at If =7.5 A and is not visible at
If =9.6 A; the difference in threshold is due to variations in filament and
filament location.
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